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RUBOTHERM SERIES DynTHERM® TGA
The DynTHERM TGA is an advanced gravimetric instrument featuring a patented*
Magnetic Suspension Balance that enables measurement of weight changes of
materials under high pressure, in the presence of a variety of gases, vapors, or steam,
from room temperature to 1550°C. A flexible selection of gas & vapor dosing and
blending devices provide accurate control of the composition and the pressure of
the reaction atmosphere. Designed and built with over 20 years of experience and
field proven by hundreds of customers, the Rubotherm Series DynTHERM TGA offers
the widest available temperature and pressure range of all high pressure gravimetric
analyzers and represents the industry standard for application relevant analysis.
* German Patent no. 10 2009 009 204.8
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MODULAR DESIGN can be configured to match
SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS
of your

APPLICATIONS

Features and Benefits:
• Non-contact sample weighing enables hermetic separation between sample
cell and balance, eliminating risk of balance damage from reaction gases,
pressure or temperature inside the sample cell
• Metallically sealed sample reactor cell enables measurements in corrosive,
explosive, or toxic reaction gases, up to high temperatures, and from vacuum to
high pressure
• Unique automatic sample decoupling enables taring of balance during
experiments and provides unmatched long-term baseline stability for the most
accurate measurements without manual balance calibrations required by
competitive devices
• Entire sample cell wetted by the reaction gases can be heated, preventing
condensation of reaction gas vapors such as water vapor, CO2, ammonia etc.,
even at high pressures or humidity
• Sophisticated gas and vapor dosing, blending and pressure controlling systems
for precise reaction atmosphere control with integrated gas sampling for evolved

DynTHERM TGA

gas analysis
• The large dynamic weighing range and sample volume allows measurements
with representative, large and/or heavy samples

DynTHERM TGA
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TECHNOLOGY MAGNETIC SUSPENSION BALANCE (MSB)

Balance

Unique Magnetic Suspension Balance
Technology
At the heart of every Rubotherm Series instrument is
the patented Magnetic Suspension Balance (MSB),
which weighs a sample in a closed reactor cell with
an external microbalance. This is realized by means
of a magnetic suspension coupling that transmits the
weight force through the wall of the sample cell.

Balance

Balance Connection

External Electromagnet
Internal Suspension Permanent Magnet

Upper Internal Suspension Shaft

In this design, a permanent suspension magnet is attached at the
top of an upper internal suspension shaft. A lower internal suspension
shaft is connected to a crucible holding a sample material. Between

Position Sensor

the upper and lower suspension shafts is a load coupling mechanism.
The upper and lower shafts and the sample crucible are enclosed

Upper Gas Connection

within the sample cell.
An external electromagnet is controlled to attract the internal
permanent magnet. This raises the internal suspension magnet and

Upper to Lower Shaft Load Coupling

engages the load coupling and, as a result, raises the sample crucible.
The electromagnet control continues to apply attractive force until the
system reaches a constant measuring point height.

Lower Internal Suspension Shaft
Sample Crucible

The weight of the sample in the cell is determined by the external
microbalance, to which the electromagnet is connected, with high
resolution and accuracy.
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Lower Gas
Connection Tube

The

DynTHERM TGA
is Uniquely Suited for Challenging

Thermogravimetric
Applications
• High Temperature Corrosion
• Coal & Biomass Gasification
• CO2 and H2 Getter Materials
• Pyrolysis Processes
• Catalyst Materials (TPx, Sulphidation, Coking)
• CVD Coating Processess
• Decomposition & Degradation Reactions

Technology
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TECHNOLOGY MAGNETIC SUSPENSION BALANCE (MSB)

UNRIVALED LONG-TERM
MEASUREMENT ACCURACY
Automatic Sample Decoupling Feature (ASD)
At the start of any gravimetric experiment, the balance is automatically tared

Balance

and calibrated to establish a “zero-point” for the weight measurement. This

Balance

CAL

zero-point is the value used for all subsequent measurements. However, as

CAL

experiment time frames can vary from hours to weeks, the ability to accurately
measure small weight changes over extended times can be diminished
by drift in the zero-point. Drift is typically due to external factors such as
Balance Connection

fluctuations in laboratory temperature and air pressure or humidity.

Electromagnet

Attempts to improve signal accuracy have traditionally been to conduct
empty crucible baseline runs and subtracting them from the sample run. This
method is not ideal as it doubles experiment times, and is inherently flawed as

Measuring
Position

Zero Point
Position

no two experiments are ever exactly the same. Only TA’s DynTHERM TGA, with

Permanent Magnet

patented MSB technology, provides the unique Automatic Sample Decoupling
(ASD) feature for real-time drift corrections, increasing weight accuracy to
previously unattainable levels, especially for long-term measurements.
Position Sensor

How ASD Works:
As shown in the figure to the right, the MSB design includes a shaft load

Upper Shaft

coupling. When the electromagnet is energized, it attracts the permanent
magnet that is connected to the upper shaft. The upper shaft lifts upward,

Shaft Coupling

engages the coupling, and raises the crucible to the measuring point to make
the weight measurement. At any time during the experiment, the permanent
suspension magnet can be moved downward to decouple from the sample

Lower Shaft

crucible. During this downward movement, the shaft load coupling is placed
at rest on a support. The suspension magnet remains in a free-floating state,

Sample

transferring only its weight to the balance. By moving to this new zero-point
position corresponding to an unloaded balance, taring and calibrating are
possible during measurements, even under process conditions (pressure,
temperature) in the sample cell. This unique automatic software-controlled
calibration of the balance, during measurements, is available ONLY on
TA Istruments’ commercial gravimetric analyzer.
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Balance
Taring and Calibration

Measuring

Testing under

REAL PROCESS CONDITIONS

with Forced Flow Option
Balance Connection

Electromagnet
Measuring

The DynTHERM TGA features a unique forced gas flow through
option for applications that require a forced flow of reaction gas
through the sample material bed. This capability, which enables
mimicking real process conditions of a material in a bulk reactor, is
demonstrated in the schematic to the right.

Zero Point

Position

Position
Permanent Magnet

For forced gas flow measurements, the sample is placed in a container with a “sieve-like”
bottom and a flanged lid with an opening in the center. When the balance is in the zero
point position, the flange of the sample container sits in a rest position on top of a bypass
free support. The sample container is disconnected from the balance and reaction gas
is forced to flow into the container from the opening at its top and passes through the
sample to finally exit through the “sieve-like” bottom.
The sample is weighed over specified intervals of time by raising the MSB into measuring
position, which lifts the sample container from the supports. Once the weight measurement
is completed, the sample container is returned to the rest position to start the process
again.

Gas Flow in

Gas Flow in

Sample Container
Lifted from support
for measurement

Sample Container
set down to
sealed support

The Forced Flow Option is available for the DynTHERM TGA (750-50, F-G and F-G+V) models
only. See specification in the back of the brochure for additional information.

Sample Container with
“sieve-like” bottom
Bypass-free flow
of gas through
sample

Gas Flow out

Gas Flow out

Forced Flow
Through Position

Weighing Position

Technology
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TECHNOLOGY ENVIRONMENTAL REACTORS

The DynTHERM TGA instruments are equipped with low or high
pressure sample cells with electrical heaters for accurate
temperature control under all pressure and gas flow conditions.
Cold wall reactor design
Installation of the electrical heater into a pressure vessel – the cold wall reactor setup –
allows the use of only corrosion-resistant ceramic materials in the high temperature zone.
The cold wall heaters can be applied using very corrosive reaction atmospheres in a
temperature range up to 1300°C* and at pressures up to 80 bar*.

Hot wall reactor design
Hot wall reactors are sample cells made of temperature and corrosion-resistant ceramics
or special metal alloys. The temperature of the sample in the reactor is controlled by
an outside electrical heater heating the sample through the wall. The hot wall reactors
provide especially large temperature constant zones for measurements in the temperature
range up to 1550°C* and at pressures up to 50 bar*.

High Pressure
Medium Pressure
Low Pressure
Cold-Wall Setup
Hot-Wall Setup

80

Model 900-80

50

Model 750-50

40

Model 1100-40

30

Model 1200-30

20

Model 1300-20

Sample temperature is measured by a thermocouple directly adjacent to the sample
inside the reaction gas. Furnace temperature and temperatures in other parts of the
reactor are measured with additional thermocouples. A fast PID temperature controller
realizes precise temperature control of the sample under all operating conditions.
* Specifications are model-dependent

Pressure [bar]

Temperature control

Model 1550-1
1
Model 1100-1
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ADVANCED REACTOR designs for optimal
TEMPERATURE & PRESSURE

control

Hot-Wall Reactor Design

Cold-Wall Reactor Design

To Balance

Reaction
Gas In
Reaction
Gas In

Pressurizing
Gas In
Pressure Vessel
“Cold” Wall

Pressure Vessel
“Hot” Wall
Crucible

Heated Ceramic
Partition Tube

Heating
Element

Reaction
Gas Out

Reaction & Pressurizing
Gases Out

Technology
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TECHNOLOGY DOSING SYSTEMS

Gas & Vapor Dosing, Blending and Pressure
Control Systems
The accuracy of TGA measurements rely on accurate control of the pressure and the
composition of the reaction atmosphere. The DynTHERM TGA features sophisticated gas
& vapor dosing and blending systems with pressure controllers which insure the highest
data quality while providing flexibility to address the widest range of applications. These
systems provide a continuous flow of pure reaction gas, a gas mixture, or gas and vapor
mixture with controlled composition to the sample reactor cell of the TGA. A dynamic
backpressure controller in the outlet flow maintains pressure with the highest stability and
precision.
Each dosing system includes two mass flow controllers (MFC 1, MFC 2) for dosing pure gas
or blending gas mixtures and dosing into the TGA reactor, an accurate pressure sensor
(P), a PID controller, a pressure controlling valve (PCV) in the gas flow at the reactor exit,
and a gas sampling connection for evolved gas analysis (EGA). Additional gas lines with
mass flow controllers are optional.
Gas and Vapor (steam) Dosing Systems are additionally equipped with vapor/steam
generator consisting of a liquid compressing and flow control pump (LFC) for dosing a
controlled flow of liquid into a vaporizer in which the steam is generated. The steam is
then mixed with the gas flow(s) coming from the MFC’s and flowing into the TGA reactor
through heated transfer lines.
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Gas Dosing System
with Pressure Controller

Gas & Vapor Dosing System
with Pressure Controller

Technology
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DynTHERM® TGA APPLICATIONS
Kinetics of a Pyrolysis and Gasification Process
of Charcoal at 900°C and 10 bar

1000

0.00

900
Nitrogen

Coal, biomass, waste and other organic materials are gasified for energy utilization or
as alternative feedstock. Such processes can be measured under application-relevant
conditions in the DynTHERM high pressure TGA instruments configured with gas and steam
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rich char as a second reaction step requires a gasifying agent, typically steam. The
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dosing. The first step in a gasification processes is pyrolysis of the raw material, where while
(water, hydrocarbons, tar), are evaporated and char is generated. Gasifying this carbon-
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Pyrolysis and Gasification
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superheated steam and the carbon generate gases according to the following main
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reaction:
H2O + CgCO + H2
In parallel, additional gases are products of conversions and side reactions:

Pyrolysis and Gasification of a Biomass (rice husk)
is Compared at 7 bar and 10 bar

TGA instruments allow optimization of operating conditions for a given raw material. In
addition they can be equipped with a mass spectrometer for evolved gas analysis. In the
top right figure, the kinetics of a pyrolysis and gasification process of charcoal at 900°C
and 10 bar is displayed. In the bottom right figure the pyrolysis and gasification of a
biomass (rice husk) is compared for 7 bar and 10 bar. In both experiments the pyrolysis
takes place at the beginning during heating the sample in inert gas. After pyrolysis,
gasification starts when steam is injected and leads to the main mass change of the

(

sample materials.
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)Sample Temperature[˚C]

material, the composition and the pressure of the gases generated will vary. DynTHERM

)Sample Mass Change [%]

Because the process reaction kinetics depend on the reaction conditions and the raw
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Coke Formation on a Steam Reforming Catalyst at 20 bar and 650˚C
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Catalyst Coking
Catalyst deactivation due to coking is an unavoidable technological and economic
problem in petroleum refining and in the petrochemical industry. Coking occurs when
hydrocarbon-rich feed gases react with the catalyst, and solid carbon deposits build up
on the surface of the catalyst. These carbon-containing deposits can quickly and easily
reach a level where they disturb the process. For example, they may create pressure

Sample Mass [mg]
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drop problems or block off catalytic sites. Methods to prevent or delay the catalyst
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deactivation include the modification of catalyst surface composition and/or changing
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of the reaction environment (P,ressure, Temperature, and feed gas composition). After
deactivation, alternative regeneration by burning off carbon residues can be studied.
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Process optimization of catalyst decay and/or regeneration is an engineering problem
that requires a knowledge of the catalyst deactivation kinetics. DynTHERM TGA instruments
enable studying the weight of catalyst and the development of coking under realistic
refinery operating conditions.

Kinetics of Coke Formation on a Catalyst at 20 bar and 700˚C

The upper right figure shows an example of the build up of coke on a catalytic material at

8.58

20 bar and 650°C in a reactive atmosphere of CH4 and steam. The steam partial pressure
is reduced stepwise, which leads to the mass increase of the catalyst material due to coke

90
80

8.56

formation. The maximum specific coke deposition rate calculated from the blue curve in

measured in a steam / CH4 mixture at flow rate of 70 ml/min. An increase in the coking
rate was observed when the CH4 flow rate was increased to 73 ml/min, with a constant
steam flow rate.
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In the lower figure, the starting of coking on a commercial catalyst at 700°C and 20 bar is

70
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the figure, in milligrams per grams of catalyst per second, is 0.32 mg g-1 s-1.
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Applications
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DynTHERM® TGA APPLICATIONS
Oxidation of a Diamond Coated Titanium Sample in Pure Oxygen at 600˚C

Corrosion and Oxidation
Better corrosion resistance of materials is key for improving the efficiency of many technical
processes. For example, the efficiency of gas or steam turbines and jet engines is directly
related to their ability to resist corrosion at maximum operation temperature.
DynTHERM TGA instruments offer corrosion-resistant reactors capable of measuring
materials in corrosive atmospheres at high temperature. For many materials, the instrument
can accommodate large samples (by both mass and volume) which is advantageous as

Specific Weight Change [μg/cm 2 ]
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the resultant mass change caused by the corrosion tends to be very small. In addition,
0

high temperature corrosion is usually a slow process. The ability of the patented MSB to
tare and calibrate the balance during measurement enables for the most accurate long-
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term corrosion studies.
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The upper right figure shows a long-term study on the mass increase of a diamondcoated titanium sample. The weight gain is caused by oxidation of the sample in pure
Oxidation of Inconel® Alloy in Air at 1000˚C, and Pressures of 2 and 80 bar

Oxygen at 600 °C. The total mass change here is about 140 μg over 6 days.
2.6

In the lower right figure, the weight gain of a high performance Inconel®* alloy C-276 in air

high pressure. The weight change at high pressure seems to approach saturation which
indicates the formation of a stable oxidic layer. The surface area specific oxidative weight
gain after 6 hours was 610 mg/cm2 at 2 bar and 3080 mg/cm2 at 80 bar.

*INCONEL is a trademark of Huntington Alloys Corporation, Huntington, WV 25705, United States

Weight Change [mg]

a starting mass of 89 mg and a surface area of 0.47 cm2. The weight increases observed
are a result of oxidation of the metal alloy surface. The corrosion rate is 5 times higher at

80 bar
2 bar

1.4

at 1000°C and at two different pressures of 2 and 80 bar is shown. The alloy samples had
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Schematic of Typical CLC Process

Chemical Looping

COMBUSTION
PRODUCTS

DEPLETED AIR

The combustion of fossil fuels in nearly pure oxygen, rather than air, presents an opportunity
to simplify carbon dioxide capture in power plant applications. Chemical looping systems
supply oxygen internal to the process, eliminating large capital and operating costs

N2,O2

associated with pre-combustion oxygen generation. Chemical looping combustion

CO2, H20

(CLC) is considered a transformational technology with the potential to meet program
MxOy

cost and performance goals for CO2 reduced electricity generation from fossil fuels.

AIR
(Oxidizing)
Reactor

In CLC systems, oxygen is introduced via oxidation-reduction cycling of an oxygen carrier
material. The oxygen carrier is usually a solid, metal-based compound. In a typical CLC

FUEL
(Reducing)
Reactor

MxOy-1

process, combustion is split into separate reduction and oxidation reactors as shown in
the schematic to the top right. The metal oxide supplies oxygen for combustion and is
reduced by the fuel in the fuel reactor, which is operated at elevated temperature.
AIR
N2, O2

This reaction can be exothermic or endothermic, depending on the fuel and the oxygen
carrier. The combustion product from the fuel reactor is a highly concentrated CO2 and

FUEL
CaHm

H2O stream that can be purified, compressed, and sent to storage or for later beneficial
use. The reduced oxygen carrier is then sent to the air reactor, also operated at elevated
temperature, where it is regenerated to its oxidized state. The air reactor produces a hot
spent air stream, which is used to produce steam to drive a power generating turbine.
Then the oxygen carrier is returned to the fuel reactor, restarting the reduction-oxidation

Cycling of an Oxygen Carrier Material at 10 bar and 800˚C

cycle.
3

oxygen capacity and durability to withstand harsh CLC environments. DynTHERM TGA
instruments allow measurements of the weight of oxygen carrier materials under realistic
operating conditions, including cycling the materials many times through oxidation and
reduction cycles at high temperatures and pressures, while alternating between oxidizing
and reducing (flammable) gases, and/or steam.
The figure at the bottom right shows the result of cycling of an oxygen carrier material
at 10 bar and 800°C. The material is reduced in humidified H2 and oxidized in dry air.
The weight changes recorded in the redox cycles are fairly constant and amount to
approximately 9% of the starting sample weight.

Sample Weight Change m [mg]

Current CLC R&D efforts are focused on developing oxygen carrier materials with sufficient
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DynTHERM® TGA SPECIFICATIONS

Temperature

Magnetic Suspension Balance (MSB)

DynTHERM TGA Model

Max (°C)

Max. Pressure (bar)

1100-1, LP-G

1100

1

1550-1, LP- G

1550

1

750-50, MP-G[2]

750

50

1100

40

1200-30, MP-G

1200

30

1300-20, MP-G

1300

20

900-80, HP-G

900

80

1100-1, LP-G+V

1100

1

1550-1, LP-G+V

1550

1

750-50, MP-G+V

750

50

1100

40

1200-30, MP-G+V

1200

30

1200-20, MP-G+V

1300

20

900-80, HP-G+V

900

80

1100-40, MP-G

Resolution (mg)

Mass Range (g)

10

25

Min (°C)

RT

[2]

1100-40, MP-G+V

[1]
[2]

16

Pressure[1]

10

Vacuum specification: 0.075 Torr possible (requires adequate vacuum pump)
Forced flow option available

25

RT

Dosing System Type

Pure and Mixed Gases

Pure and Mixed Gases
& Vapor

NOTES

Specifications
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Industry-Leading
Sales & Support
TA Instruments’ leadership position results from the fact that we offer the best
overall product in terms of technology, performance, quality, and customer
support. While each is important, our demonstrated commitment to after-sales
support is a primary reason for the continued loyalty of our customers. To provide
this level of support, TA Instruments has assembled the largest worldwide team
of field technical and service professionals in the industry. Others promise good
service. Talk to our customers and learn how TA Instruments consistently delivers on
our promise to provide exceptional service.

With direct support staff in 23 countries and
5 continents, TA Instruments can extend its
exceptional support to you, wherever you are.
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